Sports Grant: Accounting for Expenditure in 2019-2020
Use of 2019-20 allocation: £17,172
Amount

What we did

Why we plan to use the
allocation in this way

Impact on pupils’ health and
well-being

£6,500

NUFC foundation sports
partnership.

Pupils benefited from delivery of high quality PE
and pupils across the school will develop a high
level of skill. NUFC staff delivered high quality
sessions both in the classroom and on the sports
field. All teams entered for competitions achieved
a good level of success.

£224

Release time for the PE
lead to attend training.
Daily Mile medals for pupils
in Y1 -4

£250

Cricket England

£500

Travel to sporting events

To provide high quality specialist delivery
of curriculum PE to all pupils in school,
and high quality CPD for teachers and
teaching assistants. To access
opportunities for local inter-school
competitions and festivals. Delivery of an
after school sports club. Pupils in KeyStafe
also take part in Match Fit sessions (Match
Fit is a six-week fitness, football and
nutrition course) and Restart a heart.
To improve the PE provision at the school.
To have the experience and knowledge in
which to provide good quality physical
activity in lesson time and as an
extracurricular option.
All pupils to run a final daily mile and
receive a medal.
To provide specialist delivery of curriculum
PE in games, and high quality CPD for
teachers. To provide specialist
extra-curricular coaching in cricket
To allow the pupils to compete in
Partnership events and the
Northumberland School games.

£100

Rugby coaching

To provide specialist delivery of rugby.

Extra curricular clubs have doubled and a wide
variety of activities are on offer. Subject lead
tracks pupils participation.
The pupils were excited to receive their medals
for completing the daily mile.

KS2 pupils developed a good level of skill in the
game of cricket. The specialist coach gave very
positive feedback on pupils’ attitudes, behaviour
and team spirit.
Pupils gained a sense of achievement
representing their school at events. They learn to
deal with the emotions of competing in
competitive sports. Selected Year 3 pupils
represented the school as Life Activators at the
Northumberland School games.
This supported the KS2 pupils in preparation for
the Morpeth partnership rugby tournament. The
pupils and teachers gained a greater

£381

To support with the
transport costs for the
whole school trip

The trip provides a fantastic day out - the
pupils play sport, paddle in the sea and
enjoy the sand dunes.

£500

The transport to Robinwood

£800

Restock equipment for use
in PE lessons and after
school activities.
Sports for Champions
GB Athlete visit

To transport the year 4 pupils to the
outward bounds centre at Alston for 3 days
of activities.
To make sure we have the equipment that
will allow the pupils to engage in activities
at the correct level for their age and ability.
GB athlete Chris Bennett (Hammer)
visited school to lead a circuit session with
each class and spoke about his
experience of the Olympics in Rio to the
whole school.
To safely store the PE equipment (and
bikes and scooters) on the school field.

£200

£5000

Storage container to store
PE equipment for outside
use and for bikes and
scooters.
Improve the outside play
area

£17,172

Total:

£2000

To improve the play facilities on offer to the
pupils during their break and lunchtime
sessions. To replace the existing play
equipment that is now dated. Offer an
alternative type of activities for all pupils.

understanding of the rules and skills needed to
complete in rugby union.
The impact this trip has on the wellbeing of the
children and parents is huge. It's fantastic to see
the whole school community enjoy this trip
together. The pupils love to play football and
cricket on the beach.
This trip strengthened the pupils, both mentally
and physically. It encouraged attributes like
teamwork, resilience and endurance.
Pupils enjoy being active at they break and
lunchtimes. We see their sense of achievement
and their skills progressing.
The children and staff were inspired by Chris and
his achievements. In his talk to the children he
explained that they were all good enough to go to
the Olympics if they worked hard at something
that they enjoy.
The equipment that the school has will be
maintained and stored in a safe place. This will
mean that the equipment will last longer and be in
a better condition for the children to use.
The pupils love the traverse wall and the playtrails
on the field. The equipment has also been used in
curriculum time to boost the levels of fitness of the
pupils.

Planned Expenditure 2020-2021
Planned use of 2020-21 allocation: £17,150
Amount

What we did

Why we plan to use the
allocation in this way

Impact on pupils’ health and
well-being

£6,500

NUFC foundation sports
partnership.

To provide high quality specialist delivery
of curriculum PE to all pupils in school,
and high quality CPD for teachers and
teaching assistants. To access
opportunities for local inter-school
competitions and festivals. Delivery of an
after school sports club. Pupils in KeyStafe
also take part in Match Fit sessions (Match
Fit is a six-week fitness, football and
nutrition course) and Restart a heart.
To improve the PE provision at the school.
To have the experience and knowledge in
which to provide good quality physical
activity in lesson time and as an
extracurricular option.
All pupils to run a final daily mile and
receive a medal.
To provide specialist delivery of curriculum
PE in games, and high quality CPD for
teachers. To provide specialist
extra-curricular coaching in cricket
To allow the pupils to compete in
Partnership events and the
Northumberland School games.

£350

Release time for the PE
lead to attend training.
Daily Mile medals for pupils
in Y1 -4

£250

Cricket England

£500

Travel to sporting events

£100

Rugby coaching

To provide specialist delivery of rugby.

£320

To support with the
transport costs for the
whole school trip

The trip provides a fantastic day out - the
pupils play sport, paddle in the sea and
enjoy the sand dunes.

£360

The transport to Robinwood

To transport the year 4 pupils to the
outward bounds centre at Alston for 3 days
of activities.

Pupils will benefit from the delivery of high quality
PE and pupils across the school will develop a
high level of skill across a range of sports.They
will develop their knowledge around health and
nutrition and life saving first aid. All teams
entered for competitions will achieve a good level
of success

Extra curricular clubs will continue to be a variety
of activities. Subject leader will continue to track
pupils participation and actively encourage target
pupils to engage.
The pupils will be enthusiastic about excited
receiving their medals for completing the daily
mile.
KS2 pupils will develop a good level of skill in the
game of cricket. Focus on the development of
pupils’ attitudes, behaviour and team ethic.
Pupils will gain a sense of achievement
representing their school at events. They will learn
to deal with the emotions of competing in
competitive sports.
This will support the KS2 pupils in preparation for
the Morpeth partnership rugby tournament. The
pupils and teachers will gain a greater
understanding of the rules and skills needed to
complete in rugby union.
The impact this trip has on the wellbeing of the
children and parents is huge. It's fantastic to see
the whole school community enjoy this trip
together.
This trip strengthens the pupils both mentally and
physically. It encourages attributes like teamwork,
resilience and endurance. The Y4 teacher will
identify attributes prior to the visit that the staff will
focus on developing.

£3500

£300

Restock equipment for use
in PE lessons and after
school activities.
Sports for Champions
GB Athlete visit

£5000

Balance and peddle bikes
for EYFS

£17,180

Total:

To make sure we have the equipment that
will allow the pupils to engage in activities
at the correct level for their age and ability.
A GB athlete will visit school to lead a
circuit session with each class and speak
to the whole school about representing
their country at the Olympics.
To improve bikes that are suitable to be
used to develop the gross motor skills of
pupils in the EYFS.

Pupils will feel a sense of achievement and their
skills progressing.
To inspire all children to compete in sports and to
believe they have a chance of going to the
Olympics.
The pupils will have more equipment on offer to
them. Enable the purchase of the new equipment
to be able to be used in curriculum time to boost
the levels of fitness and the gross motor skills of
the pupils.

